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The last step on the way to starting your forex broker is to define your business model, meaning the way you will provide liquidity
for transactions made by clients on your trading platform. Simply put, you can be either an intermediary for the transactions or
a counterparty. However, it doesn't mean that these 2 models are mutually exclusive neither are your only options.

This Guide will explain the key differences between the most
popular business models including their pros and cons.
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BUSINESS MODELS TYPES
1. A-Book - "No Dealing Desk"
This model is used by ECN / STP brokers. They are only
intermediaries sending their clients' trading orders directly to
liquidity providers or multilateral trading facilities (MTFs). In this
model, the broker earns money by increasing the spread or
collecting commission from the transaction volume. Therefore,
there is no conflict of interest, because brokers earn the same
amount of money for both winners and losers traders.
It is because of the lack of conflicts of interest that this model is
gaining more and more popularity. In addition, traders are aware
that these brokers are motivated to have profitable traders because
they will increase their turnover, and therefore their profits.
A broker using A-Book does not take many risks, but also potentially
achieves lower profits because he earns only on margins/
commissions. However, this model is recommended for beginner
brokers who are just acquiring experience in the forex industry.

How does A-Book work?
The broker takes his customers ’trades and sends them
automatically to a Liquidity Provider. STP Broker makes money
regardless of the market movements making profits from the
commission and spread shared with Liquidity Provider and a
trading platform.
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Spread is the difference between the bid and the ask price,
calculated in pips. Thus when the customer buys a currency, the
broker offers them a "spread". If a spread is X pips, the customer
automatically lose X pips upon their purchase. A-Book brokers
should focus then on the number of trades since each trade (of
every single client) brings the broker a profit.
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Markup estimations
Here's a simple estimation of how to calculate a spread markup.
A raw institutional spread on EURUSD is around 0,1 pip on average
and it's paid by the broker. There's also A-Book volume fee that
needs to be added to broker's expenses. For EURUSD it's around 2
USD per lot, and that equals 0,2 pip.

NOTE
A broker using A-Book does
not take many risks, but also
potentially achieves lower
profits.

After adding it all up: raw institutional spread 0,1 pip + 0,2 pip of
A-Book volume fee = 0,3 pip which is the final EURUSD cost that
broker needs to bare.
Since the average spread value on the retail market for EURUSD
varies from 1 to 1,5 pip, and the broker's institutional cost equals
0,3 pip, adding a 1 pip markup will set the final retail spread at
1,3 pip which is 13 USD per lot. This shows that with every lot, the
broker will make a $10 income.
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A-Book broker possible long term income
Below we present how the broker's income could look like with
the growing amount of clients (at different stages of brokerage
business) compared to a different amount of lots/ performed
trades.
Still, every FX Broker must remember that investors around the
world represent different approaches to trading. Some prefer
to trade long term with higher deposits but a low number of
transactions and others trade with smaller deposits but using ‘day
trade’ strategies. Presented numbers show the broker’s income
after paying the institutional spread and transaction fees.

Monthly A-Book income estimations
Number
of clients

Number of lot's per month per client
5

10

30

100

5 000 USD

10 000 USD

30 000 USD

200

10 000 USD

20 000 USD

60 000 USD

500

25 000 USD

50 000 USD

150 000 USD

1000

50 000 USD

100 000 USD

300 000 USD

2500

125 000 USD

250 000 USD

750 000 USD

NOTE
Having 100 clients generating
5 lots each, A-Book broker can
earn $ 5 000 on average per
month.
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Yearly A-Book income estimations
Number
of clients

Number of lot's per month per client
5

10

30

100

60 000 USD

120 000 USD

360 000 USD

200

120 000 USD

240 000 USD

720 000 USD

500

300 000.USD

600 000 USD

1 800 000 USD

1000

600 000 USD

1 200 000 USD

3 600 000 USD

2500

1 500 000 USD

3 000 000 USD

9 000 000 USD

2. Book-B Broker - Market Maker

NOTE
B-Book broker is always the
counterparty of its clients'
transactions. If the customer
makes money, the broker loses
money, and the contrary.

In this model, a broker chooses to trade against his clients. Forex
brokers using the B-Book, also called Market Makers, internalize
the flow of their clients' orders and therefore also the risk. They are
always the counterparty of their clients' transactions, which means
that brokers' profits are often equal to their clients' losses. Brokers
are able to manage the risks associated with keeping B-Book with
certain risk management strategies: internal hedging by matching
opposing orders placed by other clients, hedging of the biggest
and best performing clients, hedging clients’ losses etc. Because
most retail traders lose money, using the B-Book model can be
very profitable for brokers. This means, however, that the broker
takes all risk and covers the payments of all clients. This model is
recommended for experienced industry professionals rather than
beginner brokers unless they have a budget large enough to cover
the potential profits of customers (when the market is favourable
for traders) in the first months of the brokerage business.

How does B-Book work?
The customer buys from the broker and sells to the broker. If the
customer makes money, the broker loses money, and the contrary.
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Market data shows that at least 70% of retail customers lose
money and that is the official information every regulated FX
Broker is obligated to give while promoting its services. In reality,
this number can exceed 90%. Also, when customers lose their
funds, they leave so the Broker has to constantly attract new ones
to keep his business flowing - and that can be challenging too.

The conflict of interest
It is clear that the B-Book model generates conflicts of interest
between brokers and their clients. Profitable investors can cause
these brokers to lose money. Traders are often worried that they
will be subjected to the tricky tactics of some brokers who want
their business to be profitable only.
That's why Forex brokers with larger market makers use a hybrid
model that involves placing transactions in A-Book or B-Book
based on traders’ profiles.
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3. Hybrid model
The popularity of the hybrid model is understandable because it
allows forex brokers to increase their profitability and credibility.
It also allows brokers to earn money from profitable traders
by sending their trading orders to liquidity providers without
generating conflicts of interest.
To successfully identify profitable and unprofitable investors,
Forex brokers have software that analyzes their clients' orders.
They can filter traders by the amount of their deposit, the leverage
used, the risk taken with each transaction, the use or non-use of
protective stops, etc.
The hybrid model does not have to be bad for traders either,
because the profits gained from traders placed in the B-Book allow
hybrid brokers to provide all their clients with very competitive
spreads, regardless of whether they are profitable or not. The main
disadvantage of this system is that if a hybrid broker manages the
risk of B-Book poorly, he can lose money and thereby threaten the
company.
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The types of hybrid models:
•
•
•

The broker can divide his customers. Send some of the
customers to the Liquidity Provider and keep some in house.
The broker can divide customers’ trades. Keep some trades in
house and send some to the Liquidity Provider.
The broker can decide to send all trades of a certain size or
larger to the Liquidity Provider and keep the rest in house.
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DEFINITIONS
To give you a better understanding of general industry
terms, we have put together a list of basic definitions
BROKERAGE/BROKER

Legal entity allowed to open customer accounts and collect
customer money

INTRODUCING BROKER

An independent company that is bringing the customer to the
broker in exchange of remuneration

PRIME BROKER

The entity that is willing to represent the brokerage in all its trading
transactions and settle the trades in the broker’s name. Usually
requires a security deposit.

ECN

Electronic trading system which pairs offer and demand without a
middle man

SELF-TRADERS

Customers that direct the trading of their own money

MANAGED ACCOUNTS

Customers open accounts, deposit money but they give the power
of attorney to 3rd party to initiate trades in their names

DEALER

Human or software that will monitor the risk taken by the brokerage

TRADING PLATFORM

Software that gives access via the internet to the forex market (with
all its data) and its other participants allowing to perform trades

TRADES

Action of buying or selling one asset in exchange for another

LEVERAGE

Ability to trade with a large amount of money using very little
of your own money and borrowing the rest from broker. Fully
automated.

P&L

profit and loss

DEPOSIT CURRENCY

The currency of the money deposited by the client in the account
held at the brokerage

MARGIN TRADING

Allowing the customer to borrow money automatically when he
is placing a trade (this involves higher risk, and a customer could
potentially lose more money than he has).
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Currency used for the margin

PAIR

A symbol that can be trade

BASE CURRENCY

The 1st currency in a pair. Euro is a base currency in a pair like
EURUSD

LOT

100 000 of the base currency

OPEN P&L

The potential profit & loss of an open trade if the trade was to be
closed immediately

BALANCE

Total amount in the client account NOT including the open P&L

PIP

The smallest amount a currency will move by. Either 0.0001 or 0.01
if a pair involves Japanese Yen.

MARGIN CALL

Warning message when customer equity is not enough to cover
the margin he used to borrow money to trade.

STOP OUT

After Margin call when typically all brokerages close the customer
position automatically. Because of lack of free margin to use and
cover eventual loses.

BID

Price at which one can SELL

ASK

Price at which one can BUY

SPREAD

Difference between the bid and ask (spread = ASK-BID), calculated
in pips.

FRONT END

Part of the trading platform that is seen by the brokerage clients

BACK END

Part of the trading platform only seen by the brokerage employees

"SYMBOLS” AND “INSTRUMENTS”

Different exchange rates a counterparty is monitoring and could
offer to its customer for trading

This guide was prepared by Match-Trade Technologies Marketing Department in cooperation with
Sales Representatives. For more informations and guides visit match-trade.com or message us at
contact@match-trade.com.
Copyright © 2020, Match-Trade Technlologies LLC. All rights reserved.
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